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Dada Says…
He who cooks
: for himself alone is a
thief! If your house has not a bread
for a guest or poor, starving man, are
you better than a robber on the high
road?
You cease to be human when you do
not share and do not bear a brother’s
burden.
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A battle is already half won when you are well
prepared for it! Hence, we decided to provide our
HR students with an interface with the experts to
draw from their experience and smoothly sail
through the waters of corporate interviews. We
invited Ms. Gurdayal Kaur Panjwani, our alumna
and an HR analyst and Ms. Deepa Walimbe, an
HR Admin, Talent Acquisition from Northern
Trust Corporation to assist our students in
preparation for the interview at a top-notch
organization. By sharing their insights and
experiences in the area of recruitment, they
addressed the queries relating to a recruiter’s
responsibilities, challenges encountered and how
to overcome them, how to tap the sources of
recruitment and certain special strategies that are
used by them as top-notch recruiters.

LoL
Boy: “What’s your age?”
Girls: “We don’t reveal our age to boys…!”
Boy: “What’s your email address…?”
Girl: “pooja_1988@gmail.com”
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Fashion
Fashion basically is creating a new style statement. Why should one
imitate others to carry out a look, rather create your own look.
Simplicity comes best with experiments. Now a days people want to
wear minimal and look chic and stylish.
Indian attires give an elegant look though they consume a lot of
time. Designers have started creating fusions so that our Indian
heritage doesn't fade away. The term 'Fashion Blogger' has come
into picture and since then people now can reinvent and create their
own styles so as to be the trend setter for everyone. Style isn't
always about investments; women and men can create style with
innovative ways. Colors are the reason why clothes look bright and
beautiful.
"Fashion is a language that creates itself in clothes to interpret
reality "- Karl Lagerfeld. Fashion also brings in our minds glitz and
glamour but apart from this it should also bring in comfort. There
are many aspects that come along with fashion like confidence,
familiarity and royalty. Most importantly one must know what
should be worn and where. Not only women but even men these
days are competing to bring in fashion trends like chinos, ripped
denims and also sporting bold colour looks. But as it goes Women
always look the best in whatever they wear, it's the women category
that creates more of innovation and ideas. Fashion doesn't stay the
same, it keeps on evolving from time to time.
The media today has also helped and brought the upcoming trends
in our minds and so the youth keeps imitating the Bollywood celebs
to enhance their everyday looks too. Fashion should always be upto a limit or else it can become a reason for concern since silly or
blunders can be committed by people to wear anything and
anywhere not knowing where they are going wrong.
Fashion is now not only in our clothes but also how to accessorize
and experiment with one's hair, footwear and behavior.
Fashion has always been a source of inspiration to tell one another
that each of them have a unique identity. It's a way to treat oneself
new each day. This helps boost one's self esteem.
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